The information produced by testing programs is intended by sponsors and designers to be used for specific purposes. Among these purposes may be determining students’ performance on standards-based educational assessments, placing students into appropriate levels of instruction or training, comparing countries with respect to their students’ levels of knowledge or skill, or outside of school testing, identifying candidates having the minimum competency required to enter a profession.

Sometimes, however, testing program sponsors, designers, or users have goals that extend beyond providing scores and related interpretive text. In such cases, an explicit objective is to contribute directly to change in individuals or institutions. For example, many state K-12 testing program sponsors intend, through test design and score use, to cause change in the behavior of school leaders and teachers. The intended change may occur through the reallocation of resources or the shifting of instructional practices toward improving particular student competencies. In these instances, the testing program takes on the role of an intervention that may, in some ways, be as important as its measurement function. As such, the claims of testing program sponsors are different from the claims associated with more conventional testing programs.

If a testing program is to serve as a “change agent,” it is helpful to delineate how the program needs to operate so that the desired change is most likely to occur. Known in the program evaluation literature as a “theory of action,” such documentation includes an explicit identification of:

- the testing program’s constituent parts (in the case of a K-12 testing program, e.g., domain definition, test design, reports, and formative, interim and summative assessments);
- its intended (short- and long-term) outcomes;
- the causal mechanisms posited as responsible for the intended change; and
- the ideal implementation of the program that is believed to be most likely to lead to those outcomes.

A good theory of action anticipates both what needs to be in place to have the desired effects, but also anticipates ways that an improper implementation of the program may lead to unintended negative consequences. In some cases evidence already exists to support a theory of action, and if so, this support should be made explicit. In other cases, evidence may be lacking, and this lack should be acknowledged. In either case, a theory of action must be regularly evaluated with empirical evidence that examines whether it is operating as intended. This evaluation may lead to a revision to the theory of action.

In sum, when program sponsors, designers, or users intend a testing program to effect change, NCME recommends that they document and disseminate arguments and evidence in support of the expected (causal) relationships among the program’s constituent parts, the implementation actions, and the intended outcomes, and also plan for ongoing evaluation to detect and mitigate unintended, negative consequences. In addition, NCME recommends that sponsors, designers, and users of other testing
programs make clear how their programs will be designed, implemented, and monitored to facilitate achieving their intended goals and avoiding undesirable outcomes.¹
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¹ Arguments supporting this recommendation can be found in Haertel (2013) and Kane (2013). Examples of this type of documentation can be found in Bennett (2010), NCSC (2016), and Sireci (2015).